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Noun interpretation 

SaaS: SaaS is Software-as-a-Service. SaaS Provider builds all network 

infrastructure, software and hardware operation platform needed for enterprise 

informationization, and provides a series of services such as implementation in 

earlier period and maintenance in later period.  

YonSuite: YonSuite is a cloud service package based on cloud native architecture, 

which provides a combination of marketing, manufacturing, purchasing, finance, 

manpower, office and platform for growing enterprises to support global business 

and social business.YonSuite Enables the digitalization and intelligent 

development of enterprises, achieves customer-centered achievements, data-driven, 

real-time operation, easy management of digital intelligence enterprises.  

I. Overall notes 

1.1 Operational background 

1.1.1 Industrial trends 

IDC believes that in the digital era, enterprise management cloud services 

continually increase intelligence features, including cognitive computing, 

machine learning, natural language processes, and advanced analysis of navigation 



and insights using existing big data and voice interaction UI. At present, the 

focus of enterprise service technology migration begins from mobile, 

collaboration, cloud deployment, advanced analysis to future: AI, conversational 

UE, micro-service, AR, business network.  

The business model of cloud service has changed from selling license to 

selling subscription service. Especially the enterprise cloud service market is 

becoming more and more mature under the cloud subscription business mode. Growing 

enterprises will be the focus market of enterprise cloud service competition and 

development. All manufacturers and dominant competitors are concentrating on 

increasing access to the market. Technology will become the main driving force 

for developing cloud services, especially in the fields of intelligent embedding 

and cloud business innovation.  

1.1.2 Changes in demand 

Under the wave of digital economy, the digital transformation of enterprises 

is a necessary topic. Winners can gain more business progress, and losers can 

easily be in inferior position in industrial competition.  

For the growing enterprises, the current may be the worst times, information 

dissemination and social methods are changing, and the resulting domestic 

consumption environment is also changing greatly. In addition, the chain effect 

caused by trade friction between China and the United States impedes the 

development of enterprises on the international stage. The pressure of operating 

cost, product innovation fatigue, scale development hindrance, compliance 

increasingly strict, innovation talents lack, and all aspects of market malicious 

competition easily makes the growth enterprises into a muddle.  

However, this is also the best time. Under the situation that the traditional 

economy turns to the new economy, the boundary of the enterprise is opened and 

the real space and the network space are intersected. The enterprise traditional 

single manufacturing link moves to the operation link; At the same time, 



competition has changed from scale orientation to scale + innovation orientation. 

These changes undoubtedly provide a benign growth space for enterprises, burst 

out infinite expectations, and put forward specific requirements for them. 

Therefore, reducing capital and increasing efficiency, improving income, 

improving quality and controlling risk have become the key requirements of 

enterprise development, and the market value contained in it has been summarized 

as 12-word motto, that is, "sensitive management, light management, easy finance, 

simple IT".  

For actively seeking new and innovative growth enterprises, the time has 

come to reshape and rebuild. The first task is to establish the vision and road 

map of digital transformation and to build a digital architecture with cloud 

computing, AI, security and ecology as its core. This is a process of refining 

internal work, relying on technology to realize management transformation and 

business remodeling. At the same time, it is the DNA reinvention of growing 

enterprises, addressing the challenges of uncertainty through the integration of 

methods and mechanisms.  

Domestic growth enterprises pursue changes and development in the key point 

of demand, new economic situation produces new demand: 

■ New customers, new markets 

• The change of consumer behavior: Millennials; Individuality, 

interactivity and self-identification; Time and rhythm are also more 

diversified and fragmented; 

• Consumption and service upgrading, scene application of new technology: 

Science and technology innovation is the pioneer, and the 

commercialization of technology is supported by new business mode; 

• Most enterprises choose to take the leading position at home, and then 

go abroad to open up the frontier; The preferred areas for overseas 

expansion are Asia-Pacific, "along the road" countries.  

 

■ New management, new organization 



• Talent, brand and corporate culture are the priority strategies for 

sustainable development in the future; 

• Teams tend to be younger; Attracting, managing and motivating the post-

85 and post-90 workforce; 

• The brand image and recognition degree of good product and service are 

very important to new enterprises. 

• Developing corporate culture/values; The change frequency of 

organizational structure is much higher than that of traditional 

enterprises.  

 

■ New Technology, New Application 

• Data is regarded as the most influential emerging technology, artificial 

intelligence and cloud computing technology are the first innovation 

technology of enterprises. 

• Artificial intelligence will bring disruption to many industries. In the 

future, it will reshape enterprise's talent strategy, operation mode and 

cooperation mode with customers. 

• Technology R & D is the main way to innovate technology/product/business 

model.  

1.2 Target customer analysis 

1.2.1 Target guest groups 

 Target groups: Growing enterprises 

 Major industries: Manufacturing, circulation, services 

1.2.2 Customer requirements 

 General management problems of growing enterprises 



 Facing the small and medium-sized enterprises need the integration of 

industry and finance, the integration of production and marketing, and the 

close-loop of customer-oriented management. 

 The demand of unified management for enterprise management and independent 

financial accounting 

 Facing different stages of enterprise development, the organizational form, 

enterprise culture and cooperative management of customer development are 

needed. 

 Core manpower and staff service for medium-sized enterprises 

 Management of Medium-sized Enterprises from Single Organization to Multi-

industry, Multi-organization, Cross-land, Online and Global Management 

 Financial and Tax Integration and Multi-company Financial and Merger 

Management for Medium-sized Enterprises 

 Financial Embedding for Medium-sized Enterprises to Provide Financial 

Support 

 Management and management of growing enterprises 

 Facing retail customers need to solve member marketing, e-commerce sales; 

Realize all-channel marketing through cross-domain retail terminal; 

 Facing the deep channel marketing enterprises, it is necessary to solve the 

fast online ordering and cross-enterprise electronic collaboration, and to 

solve the multi-channel operation and terminal integration. 

 Customers facing wholesale and channel operations need to solve marketing 

automation and sales automation schemes. 

 Facing professional service customers, we need to implement team 

collaboration, project collaboration and project revenue costing. 

 Facing the new manufacturing enterprises, it is necessary to solve the 

multiple manufacturing modes of production by order, assembly by order and 

configuration by order to realize the full closed-loop value chain.  



 Facing all the way out of China, enterprises need to solve the problems of 

globalization of multinational business cooperation, multi-currency, multi-

account book, multi-format and multi-time zone.  

1.3 Product Definitions 

1.3.1 Product Definitions 

YonSuite is a cloud service package based on the original structure of cloud, 

which provides the integration of marketing, manufacturing, purchasing, finance, 

manpower, office and platform for growing enterprises, and supports global 

management and socialized business.YonSuite Enables the digitalization and 

intelligent development of enterprises, achieves customer-centred, data-driven, 

real-time operation, easy management of digital intelligence enterprises!  

The concept of YonSuite enables enterprises to have the ability of digital 

innovation and growth, to realize digital and intelligent development, to realize 

the customer value of sensitive management, light management, easy finance and 

simple IT, and to help customers realize: Higher business performance, stronger 

competitive advantage and faster growth.  

1.4.2 Value objectives 

YonSuite Through four major value creation, sensitive management, light 

management, easy finance and simple IT to help medium-sized enterprises realize 

digital and intelligent innovation and growth (growth income/cost 

reduction/efficiency/control risk), customers will ultimately realize: Higher 

operational performance, stronger competitive advantage and faster growth 

■ Agile business: Supports medium-sized enterprises to quickly link socialized 

business, ecological chain cooperative business innovation, makes 

enterprises more agile business.  

■ Light management: To support the management reform of enterprises from the 



beginning to the whole process of global management in the digital era, 

making the management of enterprises easier.  

■ Easy-to-finance: To support the embedding of financial institutions' 

services to help enterprises acquire digital financial services on demand.  

■ Jane IT: helps enterprises upgrade their IT cloud architecture, enabling 

them to have a simpler and more scalable IT.  

YonSuite helps enterprises realize the five major online digital platforms 

to realize comprehensive online trading, online operation, online management, 

online collaboration and online ecology. All management and business behavior 

will be processed simultaneously on the mobile and PC side, 7*24 hours of 

continuous online business processing.  

■ Online Transaction: YonSuite helps enterprises to unlock enterprise 

boundaries, realize transaction collaboration, resource sharing, data 

sharing, industry chain efficiency and transaction cost reduction.  

■ On-line operation: YonSuite takes customers as the center to create an agile 

supply chain for enterprises' cross-regional and cross-border operation and 

cooperation. Intelligent manufacturing, high-quality, low-cost enterprise 

online management.  

■ Online management: YonSuite low-cost, high-efficiency integrated human and 

property cloud management solution, helping enterprises to manage digital 

upgrades.  

■ Online Collaboration: YonSuite enables business collaboration and teamwork, 

business collaboration, organization collaboration, work collaboration and 

everyone communication in a simple and efficient way.  

■ Online ecology: YonSuite link online partner services, data services, social 

services, financial services through open, integrated and mutually 

beneficial industrial resources.  



1.4.3 Product framework 

YonSuite is based on the idea of integrated design, based on the original 

framework of Yongyun cloud, realizes the next generation enterprise cloud service, 

achieves a socialized, ecological, global intelligent cloud service product. 

This product service will focus on the following aspects: Empowering employees 

to activate individual human resources and social collaboration services; 

Intelligent standard financial management service realizes real-time accounting, 

financial integration and financial embedding; Agile and efficient procurement 

and production supply chains enable global Internet sourcing, agile and automated 

supply chains, and production per unit industry chain; Digital marketing 

innovation accurate marketing realizes customer/member online online all-way 

transaction, members 24-hour business online care.  

YonSuite has five core features; Supporting cloud native architecture; 

Integrated marketing, manufacturing, procurement, finance, manpower, office, 

platform integrated cloud service packages; To support the global operation of 

enterprises; Social commerce that supports value network collaboration; 

Mathematical intelligence services.  

■ YonSuite Cloud native architecture: Fast go-live on demand: Traditional 

software is paid for by modules and requires separate IT equipment; SaaS is 

leased on demand and does not require the purchase of IT equipment. Customers 

can save a lot of energy on business innovation. YonSuite system can support 

enterprise organization expansion and business rapid development. It can be 

flexibly deployed and expanded across provinces and areas.  

■ YonSuite Integrated Cloud Service (:) realizes human resources and social 

cooperation services that empower employees and activate individuals. 

Realizing real-time accounting, financial integration, tax service and 

financial embedded intelligent financial management services; To realize the 

global Internet source-seeking, agile and automation supply chain under the 

supply chain of agile and efficient purchasing and production, and produce 



according to the unit industry chain; Realize online off-line all-way 

transaction digital marketing, SFA and marketing automation.  

■ YonSuite Support for globalization: Growth enterprises have accelerated the 

process of globalization, in which global sales, procurement, employment, 

production and fiscal taxes have become more prevalent. Through YonSuite, 

enterprises can realize multi-national accounting systems, multi-currency, 

multi-exchange rate, multi-account books, multi-time zones, multi-format, 

and multi-language conversion in global transactions. Integrated in a system 

to realize multinational multi-company order synchronization, allocation of 

resources, off-site delivery, etc.  

■ YonSuite supports socialization: Based on the original openness of cloud, 

electronic commerce Internet, social commercial resources can form an organic 

whole with YonSuite. More importantly, enterprises can realize the real 

connection and interworking with the upstream and downstream industry chain, 

realize the whole value chain to cooperate efficiently, realize the 

socialized business.  

■ YonSuite supports digital intelligence service: Based on PaaS platform, 

realizing intelligent and automatic embedding in various fields, applying 

RPA and VPA technology, realizing automatic and intelligent process, 

improving management efficiency and reducing manpower cost. 

1.4.4 Product Characteristics 

 New Serverless Cloud Origin Architecture 

 Serverless, multi-tenant cloud architecture; 

 Real-time access to the latest applications, no upgrade, no deployment, IT 

operation and maintenance, low cost; 

 DevOps Integration of R & D and O & M, continuous delivery, rapid response 

to changes in business 

 Globalization applications 



 Support global development and business layout of growing enterprises, 

multi-accounting standards, multi-currency accounting, multi-tax system and 

multi-language center to meet the pace of global layout of enterprises; 

 In the future, cross-time zone applications will be supported to meet 

global resource allocation co-operation. 

 Socialized commerce 

 Supporting the business paradigm in the digital economic era, connecting 

the social business network and supporting the cooperative application of 

industry chain; 

 Integrated cloud services 

 Support the integrated management of people, money, goods and customers in 

growing enterprises 

 New user experience 

 People-centred, supporting mobile, social, VUI (conversational 

interaction), AR/VR immersive man-machine interaction experience 

applications 

 Dynamic modeling 

 Based on YUYUYUN iuap platform, supporting the sustained growth, 

organizational change and process of SMEs 

 Intelligence and Automation 

 Support intelligent and automated processes to improve business efficiency, 

such as automated accounting and reconciliation by financial robots 

 Agile business, real-time operation 

 Support social business transaction-driven automated processes, IoT 

connection-driven physical and asset, business-driven automated accounting 

 Embedded Analysis and Intelligent Service 

 To support enterprises to embed BI business intelligence in the process of 

transaction, production, management and management, to embed AI intelligent 

service, to assist prediction and decision-making. 

 Open Ecosystem Cloud Platform 



 Support the customization of ecological partners and enterprises. Through 

Yongyun market, will quickly promote and share the R & D achievements.  

II. Application PROGRAMME 

2.1 Digital modeling 

The digital modeling is based on the Internet technology architecture, 

combined with the basic application components of enterprise level, such as 

authority, organization, coding rules, scheduling task, process, message, 

template, formula, appendix, log, printing management and service, and organized 

by workbench to provide customers with unified form to support the management, 

business dynamic modeling and operation of public cloud and independently 

deployed enterprise Internet applications. Digital modeling is a solid base and 

accelerator of enterprise digital transformation. Compared with the digital 

modeling of ERP era, it has realized all-round upgrading and evolution. Upgrading 

refers to upgrading from enterprise-level internal resource management to 

socialized, globalized and intelligent business dynamic modeling model. Evolution 

refers to the transformation from the traditional application architecture to 

the micro-service architecture, which is the middlestand of the digital 

enterprise business.  

Firstly, digital modeling provides socialized business modeling, through the 

construction of multi-enterprise, multi-sector/multi-tenant, business 

relationship, multi-organization, multi-factory, providing a socialized 

connection of enterprises. Secondly, it supports globalization, provides multi-

language, multi-time zone, multi-currency, etc. The globalization application 

service supports global commercial and localized applications, supports local 

branches and ecological partners based on iuap service. Supports dynamic 

enterprise modeling and business support from growing enterprises to large group 

enterprises. Different enterprises, different industries, different scales and 



dynamic management have different management requirements. To distinguish 

business characteristics and organizational management models, digital modeling 

can support enterprise multi-level and multi-mode management requirements. 

Supporting personalized configuration without code and supporting public 

capabilities such as enterprise customized files, customized items, templates, 

dispatching and early warning enable enterprises to adapt to enterprise 

management and business requirements flexibly without development costs. In 

addition to the normal enterprise application modeling requirements, it also 

provides the ability of safety management and monitoring, such as authority 

reporting, log monitoring, ensuring product safety and controllability. Provide 

intelligent interaction, intelligent office, process robot and so on, innovate 

digital business era service mode; Finally, digital modeling provides the 

capability of self-service operation, the use of cloud services in the cloud era, 

including license expiration and subscription queries, and the ability to provide 

operational monitoring for enterprise and enterprise administrators.  

2.1.1 Digital Workbench 

The workbench is the uniform work entry of the WEB end of the enterprise. It 

integrates all fields of cloud products (including social collaboration, manpower, 

finance, tax, procurement, marketing, etc.) and provides basic capabilities such 

as menu entry, search, message, application management, organization management, 

authority management, basic data and support service.  

 

The workbench includes: Default workbench, personal workbench, role workbench. 

The default workbench is configured by the YonSuite product. The personal 

workbench is configured by the user; The role workbench is configured uniformly 

by the enterprise manager. If the user does not perform any workbench 

configuration, the default workbench is displayed. Display the Personal Workbench 

after configuration. 



 

Product characteristics: 

 Integrated support 

 Provide enterprise account number and application single sign-on, service 

right control, service tile size and style customization, system and self-

built application shelf. At the same time, enterprises can add self-built 

applications to the workbench for unified access.  

 Unified menu entry 

 Provides a menu of all Web-side features that the current user has 

permission to access. The menu displays up to 4 levels.  

 Personalized homepage 

 Provides the DIY personal work homepage capability, you can assemble as you 

like, the common features to the workbench, easy to use. And each 

application's tile style supports customization of size and style, and 

business real-time data can be seen on the home page.  

 Role homepage 

 Enterprise managers can customize their fixed workbench homepage for each 

role. When a person is assigned this role, his job homepage inherits this 

role homepage and enters the function directly from the homepage.  

 Unified search entry 

 Support multiple business data search entry, application can choose to 

integrate data into search platform, integrated data can be open search 

directly.  

 Unified messaging portal 

 IM, to-do, notifications and other messages, messages and applications 

penetrate directly into the detailed page for processing.  

 Personal center 

 Provides personal account editing function, user can modify personal basic 

configuration items, can submit problems encountered in trial online and 

feedback improvement suggestions.  



 Application management 

 Provide detailed view and management of purchased applications to 

enterprise managers, including application enable/disable, application and 

service self-build, metering information view and licensing management of 

purchased applications.  

2.1.2 Enterprise portal 

Enterprise web portal is a unified access to enterprise information resources, 

aggregating tasks to be done, aggregating application services, providing 

advanced portal designer, using free layout, quickly establishing enterprise 

multi-dimensional information portal.  

 

Product characteristics: 

 Support portal hierarchical authority management; 

 Support system preset portal template; 

 Support the management capability of portal pages; 

 Support personalized configuration of portal pages; 

 Displays the portals that the user has permission to display.  

 

2.1.3 Enterprise Service Centre 

Enterprise service centers include enterprise centers and enterprise account 

centers.  

The enterprise center manages the basic information of the enterprise, the 

relationship between the enterprise and the enterprise, the relationship between 

the enterprise and the user. A user can create and maintain multiple enterprises 

at the same time; A user can also exist in multiple enterprises.  

The enterprise account number is the basis of data isolation, business isolation, 



process isolation, resource isolation, charging isolation, etc. An enterprise 

account can be associated with an enterprise. An enterprise can have multiple 

enterprise accounts, representing different businesses and cost units of the 

enterprise. Each enterprise account is an independent service measurement and 

billing space, and is also the basic environment of cloud service product 

operation. The activation of Yongyun service needs to be done under the enterprise 

account, one enterprise account can have multiple applications.  

 

Product characteristics: 

 Provide basic functions related to YonSuite user registration, login, 

password recovery, account complaint, etc. 

 Provide the product activation function after the user purchases the 

YonSuite product. 

 Provide YonSuite product initialization entry after successful activation 

and commissioning. 

 Provide the function of viewing and editing enterprise information and 

enterprise account information from YonSuite products; 

 The application administrator can view the module purchase details of the 

YonSuite product from the enterprise service center. 

 

2.1.4 Organizational management 

Organizational management refers to the process of realizing the internal and 

external business management and collaboration by establishing the relationship 

between the organization and the organization, specifying the position or 

position, defining the responsibility relationship, etc. Organizations are the 

basis of system business operation and the basic dimension of permission 

isolation.  

 



Product characteristics: 

 Support for Multi-Organization Enablement: Switching from Single 

Organization to Multi-Organization 

 The organization unit and organization function can be set up under the 

enterprise account number. 

 Supporting the establishment of departments based on organizational units; 

 Support the establishment of organizational units for some departments with 

business functions, such as business units; 

 To support the establishment of organizational relationships between 

superior and inferior levels; 

 Business entrustment relationships within enterprises are supported. 

 Supporting the establishment of functional shared service relationships; 

 Enable and disable organizational units and organizational functions to 

meet organizational lifecycle management requirements. 

 The opening period of each organization can be set. 

 Grade, grade, position and position design within the enterprise are 

supported.  

 

2.1.5 Authority management 

Permission centers are used to set the range of functions and data that 

users can operate. The authority center ensures system security and accurate 

data confidentiality through function authority authority, data authority 

authority and full staff application authority.  

The authority center implements access control based on RBAC (Role-Based 

Access Control) model, and assists with direct user authorization to simplify 

the authorization operation (for full-staff application function and data 

permissions), thus making up for the defect of RBAC model adding redundant 

roles due to individual differences in user permissions.  



 

Product characteristics: 

 RBAC-based privilege model; 

 Multiple perspectives of authorized entities are supported: By user, by 

organization and by role. Supports extension of the delegation 

perspective.  

 Multiple role types are supported: Enterprise account administrator, 

preset fixed role and custom role. 

 Supporting functional and data rights; 

 Function authorization resources include function nodes (buttons, tabs, 

links that can be refined to function nodes), workbench tiles; 

Supporting the function authorization of web end and mobile end; 

 Data permission control is supported for controlled objects and 

scenarios by management dimension. The permission range of the 

management dimension can be directly formulated, and the permission 

range of the rule class can be also supported. 

 All, application and specific controlled objects (controlled fields and 

controlled scenarios) can be set in multiple levels. 

 (B) Supporting rapid authorization of full-staff applications; In order 

to adapt to the enterprise's application scenario, the scope of 

application can be specified. 

 Permission resources can be adjusted at any time according to business 

requirements and are not subject to business status. 

 Permission queries, including user permission queries and role 

permission queries, are supported. 

 Support 4A management and authority design; Includes full-staff 

application authorization, functional authorization, data authorization 

operations and business logs 

 Authorized integration into business, enhanced ease of use, for business 



managers, not just IT managers.  

2.1.6 Globalization 

Globalization provides capacity frameworks and services for globalization 

and localization. To support the operation of global enterprises across regional 

multi-organizational structures, to support enterprises' participation in global 

market sales and procurement, and to support application extensions that conform 

to local specific solutions.  

The globalization service includes the setting of multi-language, multi-time 

zone, multi-format, the provision of multi-currency, multi-exchange rate and so 

on, as well as the multi-system framework of accounting, taxation, labor service 

and security. Accounting, tax, labor service and safety are described in the 

corresponding fields and applications.  

 

Product characteristics: 

 Provide comprehensive language management solutions, including interface 

resource multilingual and content multilingual. Providing a translation 

workbench can meet the enterprise's requirements for personalized 

translation and batch translation without language provided by the system.  

 UTC is used as a standard to realize multi-time zone auto-mediation, 

supporting multi-time zone business processing and cross-time zone 

application collaboration.  

 Supports localized data formats such as date and time, digital currency 

amount, etc. Socialized data provide global local archives such as national 

regional divisions and comprehensive international mobile number solutions.  

 Support multi-currency multi-exchange rate, multi-currency accounting and 

business. Social-level data provide real-time exchange rates for banks.  

 Hierarchical design mechanism supports localized applications.  



2.1.7 Basic data 

The basic data is some archive data that will be used in the daily business 

processing of enterprises in the information system. For example: Customer file, 

supplier file, material file, accounting period, warehouse, etc. Basic data is 

an important part of voucher and document. In YonSuite, the basic data is 

responsible for supporting the data identification of the whole business scenario 

and multi-organization business flow process.  

The business content of basic data can be updated at any time according to 

business development needs. In YonSuite, basic data is structured into three 

levels: 

1. Social level: Refers to the social standard data or industry standard 

data provided by Yongyun. For example: Bank, currency, exchange rate, etc. This 

part of the social data is also available in Yoyun's Best Practices. Customers 

can also introduce data from the cloud to enterprise accounts at the time of 

initialization through best practices.  

2. Enterprise Account Level: Refers to the basic data created, maintained 

and managed uniformly by each enterprise within the enterprise account number.  

3. Organization Level: Refers to the data of the organization created by the 

organization with the file control permission and supporting hierarchical control 

in YonSuite.  

 

Product characteristics: 

 Provide unified maintenance and operation of socialized standard data (such 

as country, language, currency, exchange rate, bank, administrative 

division, public service unit, etc.) to support enterprise service 

application; 

 This kind of data customer can not only be entered manually in the account 

of the enterprise, but also can be imported from the standard data of 



socialization of Yongyun into the account of the enterprise, as the private 

data of the enterprise.  

 Exchange rate data supports automatic synchronization of scheduled tasks in 

exchange rate types.  

 Partial social data support is reflected in the file reference.  

 It provides hierarchical management strategy for basic data at the level of 

enterprise account, and supports multiple scenarios for managing and 

controlling basic data at different enterprise sizes, different business 

organizations and different management levels.  

 The management and use rights of each file in each organization node can be 

controlled.  

 In addition to sharing related files to subordinate organizations, they can 

also be shared to any other organization under the enterprise account 

number.  

 Batch configuration is supported to quickly copy control policies to other 

files or apply them to all files.  

 Support enterprise core basic data services, including employees, 

customers, suppliers, materials, projects, enterprise banks/cash accounts, 

etc.  

 When adding and editing files such as bank outlets, social data can be 

matched automatically according to the contents filled in, and all 

information can be carried in automatically from them for easy maintenance.  

 When saving, uniqueness ID (code, name, etc.) of file can be checked 

uniquely. If duplicate, relevant prompt will be given and cannot be saved.  

 When file data is deleted, reference verification is performed. Referenced 

data is prompted and cannot be deleted.  

 File reference is supported for reference in other function nodes or 

business fields. Partial reference support added conveniently.  

 Enable/disable data.  



 Data import/export is supported.  

 Some files are pre-installed with common data for quick activation of 

related functions.  

 Supports rapid introduction of generated data through quick implementation 

tools.  

 Exchange rate matching query is supported. Exchange rate information 

corresponding to current business is matched according to query date.  

 Core files: Materials 

 Manage material classification, commodity classification, brand, product 

line, label, etc.  

 Manage material attributes, SKU attributes, commodity order attributes 

files.  

 Management Material Specification: Files can be archived for the 

specifications used by the enterprise, and the specification values can 

also be generated according to business dynamics.  

 Management UOM: Supports group management for UOM and cloud import UOM.  

 Manage Material Template: You can set the specifications, parameters, 

attributes and unit of measure for each type of material in the material 

template.  

 Managed materials: 

 Basic information of manageable materials, unit of measure, SKU information, 

purchase information, sales information, inventory information, manufacturing 

information and cost information, material attributes, material chart, 

accessories, material details, applicable organization scope, etc.  

 Batch materials can be modified, imported and exported, batch up-and-down 

goods, batch setting material labels, batch deactivation materials.  

 Data permission control is supported for materials.  

 SKU can be generated automatically according to the material specifications. 

Manage the packing unit, barcode and price of SKU.  

 SKU can be run and modified in batch in product query.  



 SKU A file can be created in advance or generated dynamically without creating 

a file in advance.  

 In multi-organization applications, hierarchical control of materials is 

supported, that is, control of the organization's material management 

authority and sharing range is supported.  

 Core files: Clients 

 Manage customer resources of enterprise marketing link, manage customers 

according to customer classification, customer level, customer industry and 

region, and manage basic information, contacts, receipt address, bank 

account number, invoicing and so on.  

 Centralized control and decentralized control modes are supported for 

customer files in multi-organization mode. Customer category, customer 

grade, customer industry, sales area and customer attribute are managed by 

organization.  

 Customer file information can be maintained by management organization and 

usage organization respectively. Customer basic information, qualification 

information, contact information, bank information and invoicing 

information are maintained by management organization uniformly and shared 

by usage organization. Business information is maintained by each 

organization, used independently and independently.  

 Internal customers are associated with internal organizations to support 

internal association transactions.  

 By setting up superior customers, simple customer hierarchy relationship 

maintenance can be realized.  

 Core files: Vendors 

 The supplier resources of an enterprise can be managed according to the 

supplier management requirements such as supply capacity, region, etc. The 

basic information of the supplier, contact person, address, bank account 

number, invoicing, etc.  



 In a multi-organization environment, supplier files support centralized and 

decentralized control modes. Supplier category and supplier attribute are 

managed uniformly by organization.  

 Supplier file information can be maintained by management organization and 

usage organization respectively, supplier basic information, contact 

information, bank information, and maintenance by management organization 

uniformly. Only one part of tenant can be shared and used by organizations. 

In multi-organization situations, business information can be maintained by 

each authorized organization, used independently and independently.  

 Internal suppliers are associated with internal organizations to support 

internal associated transactions.  

 By setting up superior supplier, simple supplier hierarchy relationship 

maintenance can be realized.  

 Personalized customization requirements for enterprises: Adapts to 

metadata/UI templates and supports personalized customization interfaces 

for enterprise users. Customization supports enterprises to define various 

types of attribute extensions. Custom files support enterprises to flexibly 

define custom files required for business.  

 The system presets objects (such as files, documents, etc.) defined by 

common customizations.  

 Custom files support multi-level tree maintenance of content.  

 Pre-defined files and file contents can be pre-installed when purchasing 

related applications (such as HR).  

 Each node of basic data supports interface multilingual, multi-format and 

multi-time region adaptation 

 

2.1.8 UI Template 

UI templates provide customized editing function node page functionality.  

 



Product characteristics: 

 Flexible user-defined document templates are supported. 

 Support personalized templates for different businesses and organizations. 

 Support custom buttons; 

 Supports the definition of formula; 

 Calculation and evaluation of formulas are supported. 

 UI templates support enterprise account level and organization level 

management. They are currently used in HR fields. 

 Support flexible and customized individual and public query schemes; 

 Reference templates are supported to set the width, display order, and 

display of attributes in reference.  

2.1.9 Process management 

Process management is the basic function that helps to penetrate the 

enterprise management, and is also the core of the enterprise business management.  

Process management supports workflow and business flow capabilities in 

various fields of YonSuite, and meets enterprise approval process capabilities 

in daily affairs, administrative offices, scenarios, supply chain, finance and 

human business workflow capabilities and business process platform capabilities.  

Collaboration type: Daily business application, through process, form 

establishment approval and simple business, to provide daily work approval 

services for employees. Integration with collaboration itself resources, such as 

meetings, official documents, announcements, projects, tasks and other 

applications, provides forms and process capability services for applications.  

Business category: Provides approval process and workflow capability support 

for other fields of YonSuite, meets business application requirements for 

approval and workflow, provides common and platform-based business process 

services and tools, provides common support for data flow of various businesses 

or applications, and supports customized configuration, customization and 



flexible expansion of different customers.  

 

Workflow product characteristics: 

■ Based on process model definition under transaction type, multiple process 

templates can be defined under each transaction type, but only one enabled 

process model can be enabled at a time. 

 The process model definition based on document type supports the initiation 

condition definition based on transaction type. There can be multiple enabled 

process definitions under one document type. The system automatically matches 

the execution process based on the initiation condition. 

 Provides graphical process designers that support creating processes by 

dragging components; 

 Process engine can set participants and copiers by user, user group, 

department, job and position. 

 The process engine supports a variety of link types, including tasks, 

conditions, execution flow consolidation, and message notification. 

 The process engine supports approval, addition, reassignment, rejection, 

assignment, jump, temporary storage, submission, editing, deletion, 

withdrawal, copying, signing, termination and closing. 

 Several process rules are supported, including: Association rule, withdrawal 

(anti-trial) rule, timeout rule, message rule, assignment rule, reassignment 

rule, processing rule in multi-person operation, rejection rule, printing 

rule, etc. 

 Permissions of document fields can be set by process phase: View, edit and 

hide; 

 Process messages support configuring message templates to match the used 

message templates by phase, process default, default template and system 

template.  

 The configuration of the sending message is adjusted to be unified in the 

Message Template Configuration in the upper right corner of the Process 



Designer from the phase and process configurations.  

 When the process phase is rejected, it can be set to reject to the specified 

phase: Except for all original phases, the initiation phase or previous phase 

is added, and only the initiation phase or previous phase can be rebutted.  

 Support the initiation of collaboration processes, comments, collections and 

reminders; 

 Process managers can monitor and schedule processes from the aspects of 

process instances and task instances, including deleting, reassigning, 

withdrawing, terminating processes, adjusting approvers, and adjusting 

processes. 

 Administrator and agent settings in two dimensions are supported. 

 Process statistics by department and process, view pages by administrator 

and ordinary user. 

 Collaboration relationship settings are supported to effectively define 

complex approval relationships.  

 

Business flow product features: 

 Business Process Design Mode Supporting Graphic Drag 

 The process must begin with a core document 

 The transaction type of a core start document cannot be empty 

 There is a conversion rule between documents to be connected 

 System preset purchase supply, sales management document conversion rules 

and business process 

 Support custom changes to document conversion rules and business processes 

 Supporting process-level document conversion rule setting 

 Support process-level document action pre-and post-constraint rules, 

including system rules and custom rules 

 Supporting document write-back rules 

 Support for automatic split order rule setting 

 Automatic execution of constraint rules before and after saving audit 



 Different transaction types that support the same document have different 

business processes 

 Support for multi-rule settings between upstream and downstream documents 

 Supporting the setting of self-made and reference documents for core start 

documents 

 Support process multi-version management 

 Support process activation deactivation 

2.1.10 reporting platform 

The report platform is a new generation report analysis platform based 

on the new micro-service architecture. It provides the data analysis and 

presentation ability for the enterprise based on the data lake technology, 

and can be integrated easily by the business application, realize the data-

driven business improvement, realize the scene, embedded, immersive new 

experience.  

In terms of functions, it provides query report, analysis chart, Excel 

report and data filling ability, including data model modeling, chart analysis, 

query filtering, Excel report, data filling, indicator warning, message 

pushing service, report sharing, enterprise user, role and permission service, 

etc. It supports data analysis and processing of multiple data sources at 

the same time, provides rich visual legend and supports multi-end automatic 

adaptation. The report platform supports the mainstream database technology, 

and can be accelerated through the analysis database. At the same time, it 

provides the WEB-based dataset standard and integration operation capability, 

which facilitates the integration of the third-party non-database data source.  

The reporting platform supports self-service analysis and reporting 

capabilities, allows users to make powerful visual modeling in the design 

state, and also provides quick and interactive exploration of charts in the 

browse state.  



 

Product characteristics: 

 Support for connection to business metadata data sources 

 Support Visual Drag to Create Data Model 

 Support for creating data models through SQL scripts 

 Support the creation of analysis cards, design cards, release cards to the 

workbench 

 Supporting immediate analysis of business documents, self-service design and 

analysis 

 Support for graph data analysis 

 Support setting chart interaction and filtering 

 Support the creation of digital large screens, dynamic charts 

 Supports the creation of free reports, the design of samples, and the setting 

of header and column conditions for reports 

 Support for creating data fill-in reports and data supplements 

 Support regular push analysis, report to users, timely reach users 

 Support for setting up early warning tasks for analysis and reporting 

 Users can set permission tags to flexibly control data permissions based on 

permission tags 

2.2 Human resources 

YonSuite Human resources management products provide a life-cycle human 

resources management solution for large and medium-sized enterprises at home 

and abroad, as well as various organizations based on internationalization, 

including human resources group management, core human resources management, 

process-based refined workforce management, talent management with continuous 

performance, talent succession and talent inventory as its core.  

 



2.2.1 Staff management 

The Employee Management Module maintains the basic information for HR, HRBP 

and HR personnel, and is responsible for employee transfer. Provide employees 

with a one-stop service portal, full mobile consumer experience, anytime, 

anywhere access to human services related services, scene operation, easy to 

use. Team and coworker information real-time view, personal information update 

and service application online self-service, keep abreast of the progress of 

the service and remind the current handlers immediately, get consistent and 

efficient professional services, service delivery speed must be accelerated and 

service quality must be improved, which significantly improves service 

awareness and employee satisfaction.  

Automatic information sharing and process flow, the whole process of 

opening up, reducing a large number of intermediate links, thus significantly 

saving labor costs and speeding up transaction processing process. Standardized 

process definitions and template settings ensure consistency, compliance and 

timeliness of human services. With the development of centralized information 

management and automation process, the service will be shared gradually, which 

will greatly promote the professional level of human service. Co-workers also 

help the experts and business partners in human service field to free 

themselves from the daily transaction work, focus on the higher value of human 

service development and business decision support, improve the contribution 

rate of human service to the organization performance, and help the human 

service to realize the strategic transformation.  

 

Product characteristics: 

■ Employee management is mainly to the enterprise employees to realize their 

lifecycle management.  

■ Set up different categories for different employees, which makes it easy to 

manage different employees differently.  



■ According to the job level system and the company's preparation plan, the 

staff proportion corresponding position.  

■ In the day-to-day enterprise operation process, according to the management 

requirements of the employees, the transfer-in and transfer-out of the 

personnel is completed according to a certain process approval mechanism.  

■ Employee information: When the employee information changes, the personnel 

specialist needs to maintain and approve.  

■ Personnel import: Help implement or customer bulk import initialization data 

■ After the employment: Employee interview passes, the HRBP\ recruitment 

specialist initiates the employment application for the employee. After 

examination and approval, the employee goes on-duty to go through the 

onboarding formalities, the relevant personnel carry on the certificate 

verification, confirm the onboarding can become the enterprise employee. 

Employees go to various departments for employment transfer.  

■ Transformative processing: Employees who are about to expire in the probation 

period need to be transformative processing. Usually applied by the employee 

or department manager or HRBP.  

■ Transfer processing: According to the enterprise development needs, 

individual development, ability and other reasons need to adjust the position 

of the employee, may involve the corresponding adjustment of the employee 

department, position and so on. Approval is required after HR initiates 

application.  

■ Separation processing: Depending on the reason of separation, it may be 

initiated by the employee or the enterprise. After the separation application 

is passed, work communication and material planning financial liquidation 

are carried out. Finally, the separation certificate is printed to confirm 

the separation.  



2.2.2 Contract management 

Contract management is mainly used to manage all kinds of contracts and 

agreements between employer and laborers, including labor contracts and user-

defined agreements. The main business scope of staff contract management 

includes labor contract and various kinds of agreement signing, change, 

renewal, termination, termination, contract ledger, contract processing center 

and renewal advice, various kinds of business notification business.  

 

Product characteristics: 

■ Support the management of labor contracts and various types of agreements.  

■ Support multi-organization application mode of contract management business.  

■ Personnel contract full cycle management.  

■ Carry out the contract management of employees throughout their lifecycle in 

the enterprise.  

■ Manage the whole process of signing, changing, renewing, revoking and 

terminating labor contracts and related agreements.  

■ The integrity, continuity and traceability of employee contract information 

are effectively ensured.  

■ Effectively improve the efficiency of contract business processing.  

■ The electronic management of contract information is realized by converting 

paper contract into electronic text.  

■ To realize the linkage between the employment and separation of personnel 

and their contract operations.  

■ Provide early warning of labor contract expiry.  

■ Help customers avoid labor risks.  

■ Support the contract signing verification rules specified in the labor 

contract law, such as probation period verification.  

■ Supporting employees to sign a fixed term contract after two consecutive 

fixed term labor contracts.  



2.2.3 Salary accounting 

Salary accounting helps enterprises to set up a salary system under the 

guidance of the organization development strategy, determine the salary payment 

principle, salary strategy, salary level, salary structure and salary 

composition, complete the daily salary accounting and payment process, and 

provide various kinds of analysis reports to provide service support for 

leading decision.  

Salary accounting supports various types of salary management systems under 

single-organization, multi-organization and diversified operation of middle-end 

enterprises by setting salary standards, payroll periods, payroll schemes and 

payroll items. The main business processes include salary fixing, salary 

adjustment, payroll file maintenance, payroll data maintenance, bank offer and 

other daily salary payment business processing processes. Through expense 

allocation, the integration of payroll accounting and financial accounting is 

realized, and corresponding query and analysis or decision supporting 

statements are provided for decision makers through payroll reporting.  

 

Product characteristics: 

■ One-click Salary Calculation, Easily Realizing the Full Service of Salary 

Management 

 Multiple salary systems and salary standards are supported, and business 

scenarios such as supplementary salary withholding, resignation settlement, 

multi-department payroll, piecewise payroll, foreign payroll and 

consolidated tax are supported.  

 Changes such as employment, employment, transfer and transfer are initiated 

and approved synchronously with salary adjustment applications, and salary 

rules and salary adjustment files are updated synchronously. Fewer manual 

operation and maintenance.  

 Multi-person salary calculation is supported to facilitate multi-role data 



provision and summary of salary, bonus, social security and welfare 

benefits.  

 Payroll project data support manual input, formula, salary adjustment and 

other data sources, and are seamlessly linked to attendance data 

 The payroll formula is defined flexibly and provides rich calculation 

functions to better support personalized requirements.  

 Payroll data are integrated with financial modules, cost sharing and 

financial accounting are flexible and fast.  

■ Synchronous New Tax Reform, Easy Completion of Individual Tax Calculation 

 Built-in tax rules and tax rates consistent with the national policy, 

individual tax calculation is risk-free.  

 Scenarios such as payroll income, non-resident tax income, remuneration for 

services and one-off bonus income can be dealt with.  

 Data processing and accounting for additional tax deduction are supported.  

 Direct generation of tax returns in compliance with the format of the tax 

bureau.  

■ To manage and serve all. 

 Salary reports provide multi-dimensional cost analysis and insights into 

the organization's personnel cost structure.  

 Employees always check the payroll, personal income, individual tax paid in 

the chest.  

2.2.4 Campaign management 

False attendance management helps enterprises manage employees' daily 

attendance and overtime business. Business personnel may make corresponding 

rules in accordance with the enterprise system and in accordance with the 

national laws. The system will automatically perform daily details and monthly 

summary calculation for the employee's attendance raw data according to the 

rules. Business personnel, department managers and employees can view the 



calculation results within their own permissions. Finally, the monthly report 

data in the calculation results can be automatically transferred to the salary 

module for salary payment.  

 

Product characteristics: 

■ Help the enterprise to realize the standardization management of employee 

off-duty business 

 According to the enterprise management system and the national regulations, 

the business rules of attendance, leave, overtime and business travel are 

formulated so that the management can be more standardized and risks can be 

avoided.  

■ Process automation, saving time and effort, saving management cost for 

enterprises 

 Employee attendance data collection, result calculation, organization 

adjustment, personnel resignation adaptation, attendance results data 

transfer salary, the above processes are automatically processed by the 

system in real time, can greatly reduce the investment of business 

personnel, and achieve efficient management.  

■ Empowering staff, activating organizations 

 Provide perfect employee and manager self-service, including employee card 

punching, check attendance results, abnormal complaints, request for 

overtime travel, manager approves employee document application, manager 

schedule, check department employee attendance, etc. Employees and grass-

roots managers are fully involved, making the management process more real-

time and transparent, and sharing the pressure of business managers.  

■ Realizing the Digitalized Management of Enterprises 

 All rules, employee attendance data and calculation results are accurately 

recorded in the system in real time. On the one hand, they can provide 

reference data for performance and salary business in time. On the other 

hand, they can be analyzed and displayed by the report tool to understand 



the employee attendance in real time.  

2.2.5 Staff services 

The employee service mainly provides the mobile employee service and the 

manager service in an all-round way, makes the connection between the person 

and the organization more close, the employee can get all kinds of the 

enterprise human resource service anytime anywhere, combining the socialized 

all-staff cooperation application, for the employee to create the 7*24 hour 

thoughtful service, enhances the employee's sense of the enterprise human 

resource service, enhances the employee satisfaction.  

 

Product characteristics: 

■ Staff lifecycle service, multi-end self-service, business process automation.  

■ Staff service self-service to improve staff experience.  

■ All channels: Mobile end, PC end, intelligent robot.  

■ Intelligent and efficient: Face recognition, OCR, VPA automatic processing.  

■ Self-service all-in-one machine, intelligent material cabinet to promote 

enterprise's sense of science and technology.  

■ Employees can freely select the required certificate type, pick-up location, 

make necessary supplementary instructions, automatically generate 

certificates according to the certificate template after submission, and 

support HR to supplement and modify individual information, then print out 

and deliver to employees.  

■ To quickly construct the common knowledge base of enterprises.  

■ Update the current knowledge hotspot in real time and reply to the employee's 

questions quickly and conveniently.  

■ Employee Self-Service Knowledge Base Retrieval.  

■ VPA+ Artificial Service: A knowledge base system based on intelligent robots, 

which helps HR to get rid of repeated and cumbersome tasks and improve 



employee productivity and satisfaction.  

■ Customer multilevel knowledge base intelligent matching user questions.  

■ Quick transfer to HR manual question, HR rush/transfer.  

■ Employee care automatically triggers, custom setting blessing rules.  

■ Birthday and holiday employee benefits.  

■ The system automatically sends greeting cards and golden beans and coupons.  

■ Send warm blessings to the manager and HR to remind staff of their 

birthday/anniversary.  

■ You can query and export the list of people who have birthday each month for 

the convenience of holding a birthday party.  

■ Travel and overtime remind managers to take the initiative to care for 

employees.  

■ Keep abreast of staff attendance ranking; Launch rewards quickly.  

■ Welfare stores redeem physical and electronic gifts.  

2.2.6 Objective performance 

Goal and performance management is an important part of human capital 

management, and it is a management system to promote organizational performance 

improvement and employee performance improvement.  

By setting appraisal grade rules, scoring rules, indicator classification 

and appraisal schemes, performance management supports various types of 

performance management systems under single-organization, multi-organization and 

diversified management of middle-end enterprises. The main business processes 

include appraisal scheme formulation, indicator filling/approval, self-

assessment/appraisal score, appraisal result approval, etc., and the performance 

performance can be evaluated.  

 

Product characteristics: 

■ Goal management to protect business strategy 



 Decompose organizational goals to individual goals and tasks by 

time/organization hierarchy.  

 Target map, linked to target progress status.  

 Fast alignment of targets, business agility.  

 The goal is transparent and consistent, the team trusts each other, up and 

down.  

■ Continuous feedback to create a positive, dynamic team 

 Build an accreditation culture in the team, immediately communicate 

accreditation to employees, motivate. Easily share the team's positive 

energy, build a department honor wall.  

 Built-in dozens of feedback techniques, easy feedback one-click generation.  

 Intelligent feedback invitation, close to administrative distance.  

 Be closely associated with goal management, inspire recognition and 

performance coaching.  

 More agile and effective golden bean glory integral management, direct to 

the welfare commercial city to realize the incentive real-time realization.  

■ Talent portraits make evaluation more objective 

 Support talent portraits based on assessment cycle and full cycle, support 

performance evaluation more objective and accurate.  

 Values, behavioral labels, goal management, feedback records, all-round 

portraits of working hours. Get a 360-degree panorama of talent.  

■ Classic performance management is more powerful, flexible and easy to use 

 Mobile and WEB end full scene coverage, performance management anytime, 

anywhere.  

 Pre-set common scoring rules and assessment grade rules.  

 Support KPI/BSC/PBC/MBO/Values Appraisal Multiple Performance Appraisal 

Modes.  

 Appraisal indicator library, public scale and quantitative indicator 

appraisal are supported.  

 Flexible implementation of multi-assessment rounds, multi-appraiser, matrix 



assessment relationship and other complex performance assessment scenarios.  

 When evaluating scores, you can directly query the related targets and 

feedback, and associate the daily behavior with the result appraisal.  

 Provide independent scoring, index batch scoring and calibration scoring 

evaluation methods.  

 The distribution proportion of assessment results can be set and controlled 

by multiple distribution rules.  

 Can customize appraisal index and appraisal table structure.  

 HR can track, remind and urge the progress of examination in real time.  

2.2.7 Talent counts 

At the strategic level of enterprises, under the situation of fierce 

competition in external environment, only enterprises that are fully engaged in 

identifying, selecting and cultivating future leading talents can face the double 

challenges from market competition and talent competition and keep ahead.  

From the aspect of human resources management, through the talent inventory, 

we can clearly understand the human resources situation in the organization and 

the purpose is to confirm the difference from the future development of the 

organization through the examination of the human resources situation in order 

to make clearer and more effective human resources planning. Let HR further 

understand the stability, advantages and disadvantages of talents in the 

organization, the future development direction and the basis of the core. For 

example, many people who work with human resources complain that work is like a 

fire brigade, hard and tired, but the result does not seem to be satisfactory, 

because of a lack of foresight and planning, and the value of a talent inventory 

lies in actively mastering the status quo of human resources in order to 

effectively coordinate with organizational development. On a daily basis, the 

results of counting can be directly applied to bonus allocation, salary 

adjustment, training planning, employee career planning, talent allocation, etc.  



YonSuite Quickly and intelligently recommend suitable talents for the 

enterprise, provide auxiliary decision for the team to meet the business 

development of the enterprise, set up new business department, branch, subsidiary, 

etc. At the same time, it helps enterprises to improve the objectivity and 

accuracy of the talent inventory and the efficiency of the inventory so as to 

maintain or promote the core competence of the company.  

 

Product characteristics: 

■ Comprehensive and accurate talent data to support accurate talent counts 

 On-line data based on manpower system, including basic information of 

personnel, appraisal and other business data; It also supports the 

introduction of external data, such as the data of the third-party 

measurement and evaluation system.  

 Inventory process tracking management, accurate inventory progress and 

progress, timely reminder and reminder.  

 Online counting, dynamic Nine Palace real-time display counting results.  

 Launch the counting meeting, combine the discussion and resolution of the 

offline meeting, make reasonable adjustment to the counting result.  

 The application of counting results: The core talents join talent pool, key 

position, cadre echelon.  

■ Talent Nine Miyagi, Clearly Organize Talent Map, Make Differentiated Talent 

Development Strategy 

 Nine Palace display mode, clear visual talent distribution, help HR/BP 

understand the organization talent map.  

 Department managers browse the Nine Miyagi team, master the distribution of 

team talent, team members portrait talent.  

 HR/BP, department manager, may adopt the corresponding training or 

incentive strategy for different types of talents: Joining talent pool, 

joining key position, joining echelon reserve.  

■ Sustainable Talent Cultivation, Accelerating Talent Development 



 Plan and define key talent pool and label talent pool management.  

 The result of the counting is to select the pool to determine the list of 

personnel of the pool.  

 HR/BP Initiates individual development plans for core talent and designates 

mentors.  

 Employees fill out personal development plans and submit them to mentors 

for review. Manage progress and results of action plans through personal 

objectives.  

 The tutor reviews the student's personal development plan, tracks the 

student's plan implementation, communicates feedback in real time, 

continuously coaches and promotes.  

 Depending on the status of completion of the development plan, HR/BP has a 

talent appointment for core talent or phased out of pool operations.  

2.2.8 Succession of talent 

The management and succession plan of the talent echelon refers to the whole 

process that the enterprise determines the reserve talents of the key position 

in a planned way, develops and manages these reserve talents uniformly, and 

prepares for the key position in the future. Through the management and succession 

plan of the talent echelon, the enterprise mainly solves the following problems: 

How to find the high-potential talents, how to ensure that the talent supply is 

not broken down, and how to transfer the talent from the bottom to the top. At 

the same time, the management, training and coaching of the reserve talents, 

continuous follow-up, evaluation and coaching. Among them, the succession 

mechanism of the enterprise is what, who can succeed, how to succeed, is the 

most concerned in the succession and the echelon management.  

YonSuite Succession of talent provides the construction and management of 

key positions for enterprises, as well as the management and tracking of 

incumbents of key positions, as well as the succession of echelons. In many core 



business scenarios of the YonSuite system, the key talents can be identified and 

selected by means of informationization, and the key talents can be added to the 

succession gradient of the key posts. For example: 

In the talent analysis and organization analysis module, through the talent 

search, with the keyword, and in cooperation with the enterprise's talent label 

management and the enterprise's talent quality model, the appropriate talent is 

searched and matched, and joined the key post successor echelon. 

In the process of talent inventory, the high-potential personnel are found, 

which are displayed in the way of Nine-Gong-Gong-Gong-Gang. The high-potential 

personnel are added to the succession echelon rapidly from the Nine-Gong-Gong-

Gong-Gong-Gong-Gong-Gong-Gong-Gong-Gong-Gong-Gong-Gong-Gong-Gong-Gong-Gong-

Gong-Gong-Gong-Gong-Gong-Gong-Gong-Gong-Gong-Gong-Gong-Gong-Gong-Gong-Gong-

Gong-Gong-Gong-Gong-Gong-Gong-Gong-Gong-Gong-Gong-Gong-Gong-Gong-Gong-Gong-

Gong-Gong-Gong-Gong-G 

Key job competencies are identified based on the results and analysis of job 

evaluation/evaluation; 

In the course of talent pool management, combining with objective and 

performance management module, the personnel of key talent pool are tracked, 

coached and evaluated by action plan. After training, qualified personnel enter 

the successor echelon of key position/cadre echelon.  

 

Product characteristics: 

■ Focus on key posts, core talent management, prepare for organizational change 

and organizational adjustment 

 A key position is created by referencing a position, or a key position is 

added directly, and a key position system is established so that the 

management of the enterprise focuses on the key position.  

 To manage and maintain the core talents in key posts and establish the 

complete core talents system of enterprises.  

 From the point of view of key posts, we can understand and analyze the 



current situation of core talents' ability and portrait of talents.  

■ To set up talent echelon, avoid talent fault, provide basis for core talent 

training, appointment and promotion, etc. 

 Based on the organizational structure system, maintain the reserve 

personnel of the organization and department, and set up the complete cadre 

echelon. 

 Maintain the key position system successor, establish the key position 

talent echelon of the enterprise.  

 Analyze and manage the succession readiness of successors, and display the 

echelon situation intuitively.  

 The successor chooses the person to draw the portrait contrast, insights 

and analyzes the core talents ability present situation, talent portrait, 

in order to build the strong backbone echelon.  

2.2.9 Team Management 

Team management mainly provides related team management functions and 

services for department head and department head: Manage and maintain team member 

information, including department personnel change and department personnel 

composition analysis; Statistics on departmental leave attendance data and 

departmental scheduling; Team objectives and department performance; Talent 

inventory, team Nine Miyagi, etc. Grasp the team information and data in real 

time, and manage the team conveniently and quickly.  

 

Product characteristics: 

■ Employee information query and roster export are supported. Department staff 

composition analysis, department staff change analysis and other queries and 

analysis.  

■ Support real-time viewing of team attendance, discovery of diligence, warm 

care.  



■ Supports department scheduling, leave attendance application, department 

overtime, off-duty registration, etc.  

■ Team Salary Analysis: The department manager checks the overall salary of 

the employees in the department, detailed salary data and salary change data 

of each employee.  

■ Based on the salary of the employee, the department manager can directly 

initiate the salary adjustment application in the team salary analysis.  

■ Support department manager, indicator reviewer, reviewer and result reviewer 

to perform performance appraisal business.  

■ The department manager can check the performance appraisal results of the 

staff at any time.  

■ Each kind of performance business manager, according to the appraisal 

relationship setting, according to the system message notification promotion 

performance business processing such as audit, scoring.  

■ Support employees or managers to keep track of organizational objectives, 

peer objectives, subordinate objectives, and the implementation of the 

objectives of those concerned.  

■ Fill-in person/department manager, fill in counting data, import counting 

data, and initiate counting meeting.  

■ Browse the distribution of team 9, discover high-potential talent, core 

backbone, add personnel to talent pool, reserve echelon, key position.  

2.2.10 Personal self-help 

The personal self-help module provides the corresponding mobile service for the 

employee's personal service. For example, personal information modification query, 

transfer application, transfer application, separation application and other 

personal personnel business; Check-in card, fill-in-attendance application, 

field application, leave application, travel application and other individual 

attendance business; Individual goal setting, individual performance indicator 



filling, appraisal scoring, result browsing and other performance-related 

business; It also provides: Payroll queries, certificates, inquiries, HR calendar 

queries, personal development plans, etc.  

 

Product characteristics: 

■ Personal Information: The employee can view his/her personal information set, 

modify and edit personal information, and can take effect after approval.  

■ My transfer: The employee can initiate the transfer application at the mobile 

end. After approval, the transfer takes effect.  

■ My transfer: The employee can initiate the transfer application at the mobile 

end. After approval, the transfer takes effect.  

■ My Resignation: The employee can initiate a transfer application at the 

mobile end and approve it. The employee can fill in the work handover contents 

and handler in this node. The employee can view the resignation transfer 

contents.  

■ Employment Transfer Doc: Employees can view employment transfer Doc 

processing items and managers on the mobile side.  

■ My application includes four modules: Attendance application, field 

application, leave application and travel application. Query employee 

personal leave attendance information and record employee leave attendance 

approval status. Both the supplemental attendance application and the field 

application are submitted by the staff in the APP, which can be queried at 

the web end. Leave application and travel application require employees to 

add leave form/travel form at web, fill out relevant information, and then 

save and submit it.  

■ My Attendance: In this module, the employee can view the detailed attendance 

information of his/her current month, including attendance days, full 

attendance days, field days, absence days, missing card early leave days, 

leave days, etc. Also includes daily check-in time and actual attendance 

time.  



■ Certification: The employee submits the certification application, selects 

the certification type, location, or custom upload certificate.  

■ Employee Inquiry: Employees view the hot issues and knowledge base entries 

set by HR. Employees can also ask HR questions and check HR responses.  

■ HR Calendar: Employees view the time and knowledge base of HR settings.  

■ My performance: Divides into current performance and historical performance 

two parts. The first half can carry on the index fill-in, self-assessment 

and so on operation, as well as view index, view score and so on; The lower 

part can present the results of historical performance in the form of a 

timeline or click to see details.  

■ My goals: Create organizational goals and individual goals, through target 

decomposition, target acceptance, forming a target map. Target alignment is 

supported when upper-level targets change. The goal can also be broken down 

into more refined and executable tasks. Real-time target tracking management, 

send feedback, promote the quality and timeliness of target completion.  

■ My payroll: Check out the personal payroll details.  

■ Personal development plan: Fill out personal development plan, submit to 

tutor for review, details and progress browse.  

2.3 Financial management 

YonSuite Financial management, using the latest cloud computing, big data, 

artificial intelligence, mobile and other new technologies, based on the new 

business paradigm of socialized commerce, and based on the accounting theory of 

matters law, provides enterprises with cloud services with the core of industry 

and finance integration and intelligent financial accounting, helps enterprises 

to establish a financial cloud service platform with new characteristics such as 

real-time, intelligence, fine-grained, multi-dimensional, visual and ecological, 

leading enterprise financial transformation and creating new value of finance. 

Integrated business cloud provides real-time transaction management, cost 



management, asset management, expense management, real-time voucher, real-time 

account sheet and financial analysis services. Embedded financial robots, 

intelligent assistants and other intelligent applications to realize financial 

automation intelligence, improve accounting processing efficiency.  

2.3.1 General accounts 

As the core of the financial management system, the general ledger meets the 

business requirements such as voucher management, gain/loss transfer, period-end 

processing, accounting book conversion, automatic cash flow analysis and account 

table query, etc. When the general ledger system is used, the financial accounting 

book is used as the main organization, and the main accounting book and management 

account book are supported to help the enterprise to perform the project and 

department accounting management.  

 

After the organization maintenance (accounting entity) and financial basic 

data are established, the general ledger accounting book can be used to directly 

fill in vouchers or transferred to the general ledger through the accounting 

platform from the business source system (inventory management, A/R/A management, 

expense management, fixed assets and salary management). Both vouchers from 

business system and manually entered vouchers are the source of financial 

accounting book data and enterprise report data.  

 

Product characteristics 

■ Support multi-accounting standard accounting, meet different management 

requirements for enterprises accounting and external reporting needs; 

■ Provides the function of setting the common basic files and user-defined 

files as the supplementary account items of the system. 

■ Voucher quantity accounting is supported. 

■ File cross-check during voucher maintenance is supported. 



■ Adjustment of closed period is supported, and adjustment period voucher 

management is supported. 

■ Business and financial system reconciliation is supported, and reconciliation 

results can be saved and viewed. 

■ Supports reconciliation between voucher and bank transaction. 

■ Temporary vouchers can be queried as account table results. 

■ The multi-account book management function is provided to support internal 

and external report separation and internal management account book to meet 

the group enterprise accounting requirements in the new situation. 

■ Supporting multi-dimensional special accounting and management to meet the 

requirements of internal reporting and detailed accounting by providing 

account-assisted accounting and multiple account table queries. 

■ Multiple result display methods such as quantity amount formula and foreign 

currency amount formula are supported for account table query. 

■ Provide flexible account book query, three-column general ledger, three-

column sub-ledger, balance sheet, etc. 

■ Add GBT24589 audit interface data export; 

■ The tax service interface is added to support the upload of financial 

accounting data to the tax service system. 

■ Supports automatic calculation and carry-forward of exchange gains and losses. 

■ Provide automatic learning, according to regular high frequency voucher and 

common summary, automatic learning; 

■ Intelligent Cash Flow Analysis: Through the industry best practice knowledge 

base preset, the system automatically applies the template to the voucher 

application.  

■ Intelligent application: Perfect integration of front-end business system, 

automatic real-time generation of voucher in the background when transaction 

occurs, without spending a lot of time processing basic accounting business; 

■ Supports multi-currency, multi-exchange-rate sources, multiple currencies in 

the same account and different currencies in different accounts. Supports 



statistics query for foreign currency businesses. 

■ Support multilingual business processing; 

■ Automatic monthly settlement, automatic carry-forward, and result 

notification are sent to the specified user or role to improve the settlement 

efficiency. 

■ Pre-generated gain/loss carry-forward cycle voucher supports user 

maintenance, automatic generation of transfer voucher at end of period, trial 

balance and settlement processing at end of accounting period. 

2.3.2 Financial statements 

The work process of the financial statements is to obtain the data 

according to the data such as the accounting voucher of the financial general 

ledger, map the data according to certain data conditions, store the report 

data in the form of multi-dimensional model, and report the data in the format 

of the report.  

Financial statements are integrated with General Ledger to support the 

presentation of financial general ledger data as custom statements.  

Financial statements include statement model, statement item management, 

statement design and data approval. In daily applications, the main tasks are 

only to view reports and audit data.  

 

Product characteristics: 

■ Multi-dimensional report model for unified management of report items and 

data 

■ For report items, report data is stored uniformly in a multidimensional 

report model. Resolves problems where data is stored in report files and is 

difficult to reuse.  

■ Definition, Agglomeration and Calculation of Retrieval Formula for Report 

Items 



■ Report items can be retrieved from the GL system, and report item levels can 

be supported. Parent data can be defined by child aggregation to clearly 

display the levels of data. Inter-report item calculation and verification 

are supported. Data can be calculated based on other report items, or can be 

checked for logic.  

■ Design of Excel-like Format Report 

■ Similar to Excel report design interface, you can design various forms, merge, 

fill in text, etc. Gets data for a cell in the form of a drag-and-bind 

dimension. You can also use cell formulas.  

■ Supporting Report Filling Control 

■ For items that cannot be retrieved directly in the GL system, filling in 

reports is supported, and the model stores the filled data as well.  

■ Report Data Audit Management 

■ Report data is updated regularly or can be manually recalculated. When the 

report meets the verification requirements and determines that no change 

will occur again, the data can be published, and the published data will not 

be refreshed and will no longer be allowed to be filled in for changes.  

■ Account books for different periods of the scheme are supported in the report 

model.  

■ Secondary detail data is supported for report items.  

■ Update Report Designer to quickly set up data bindings.  

2.3.3 Consolidated reports 

Consolidated report is a process of group consolidated report based on 

individual financial statement data, by setting shares between companies, 

consolidating structure information, filling in other transaction data 

information from the general ledger book or through preset consolidation rules 

or manual adjustment by users.  



Consolidated statements are integrated with General Ledger and Financial 

Statements, and further processing of financial general ledger data and 

financial statement data is supported.  

Consolidated reports include business links such as report model 

management, consolidated basic settings, consolidated rule configuration, data 

management, consolidated report design disclosure, etc. In daily applications, 

the main task is to manage the consolidation process of each period by 

consolidating the workbench as the center. And view the draft or report.  

 

Product characteristics: 

■ New or financial statement consolidation using the financial statement model.  

■ Share ratio/structure allocation.  

■ Manage the consolidation scheme and configure the consolidation structure.  

■ Configure the exchange rate for the acquisition period.  

■ Configure automatic conversion and consolidation rule items.  

■ Reconciliations 

■ Perform conversion, merging and other operations through the merging 

workbench.  

■ Combine adjustments using adjustment vouchers.  

■ View and edit the consolidated draft and report.  

2.3.4 Fixed assets 

Fixed assets implement enterprise asset lifecycle management and accounting, 

track and manage the value from adding to disposal process, reflect the increase, 

decrease, change of original value and other changes of fixed assets on a monthly 

basis, export the corresponding sub-ledger of increase or decrease change, 

depreciate automatically on a monthly basis, generate depreciation allocation 

voucher, and export related statements and account books. At the same time, it 

can help the enterprise to manage the net value of fixed assets and accumulated 



depreciation data dynamically, assist the enterprise to carry on partial cost 

accounting, and assist the equipment management department to manage the fixed 

assets well.  

 

Product characteristics: 

■ Support single-organization applications and multi-organization applications.  

■ Supporting full lifecycle management of fixed assets.  

■ Asset cards are supported to carry the full lifecycle information management 

of assets and record the full lifecycle.  

■ Support the maintenance workbench of fixed assets to complete the daily 

operations related to fixed assets.  

■ More than ten depreciation methods are supported, and user-defined 

depreciation methods are supported.  

■ Basic file preset and user-defined addition are supported.  

■ User-defined asset card information is supported.  

■ More than ten basic asset information and accounting information change 

methods are supported, and the depreciation parameters are affected by 

parameter control.  

■ Vouchers can be generated in real time for new assets, variable assets, 

disposition assets and impairment assets.  

■ Multiple scenarios affect depreciation calculation: New assets, disposition 

assets, and variable assets affect depreciation calculation. 

■ Supports depreciation rollback calculation and multi-check depreciation 

calculation accuracy.  

■ Supports the modification of depreciation results and the impact on later 

depreciation.  

■ Fixed asset end-of-period processing: Closing check, closing, automatic 

monthly closing.  

■ Supports fixed asset general ledger and sub-ledger, and inter-ledger 

penetration query and associated query of asset cards and vouchers.  



■ Analysis of original value, depreciation, cumulative depreciation and asset 

status.  

2.3.5 Management receivable 

Receivables management is mainly used to account and manage transactions between 

units and customers. In A/R management, it mainly deals with two aspects of 

business: Sales A/R and other A/R. Based on the original documents such as sales 

issue document, sales invoice, internal transaction settlement document, retail 

daily newspaper, e-commerce order document daily report, other receivable items 

and collection document, it is divided into four basic business links, which 

constitute the complete business cycle of A/R management, including confirmation 

of receivables, due collection, collection write-off and period-end processing. 

At the same time, it supports business processing such as collection agreement, 

debt transfer, bad debt accrual, bad debt recovery and exchange gain/loss 

calculation. Through the comprehensive management of receivables management, the 

integration of receivables business and sales business is realized, and the 

transaction accounts of enterprises are managed and controlled. Timely and 

accurately provide the information of customer's current account balance, provide 

all kinds of analysis statements, such as aging analysis statement, transaction 

sub-ledger, customer balance statement, and help software users to allocate funds 

rationally through all kinds of analysis statements. Improve the utilization 

efficiency of funds.  

 

Product characteristics: 

■ Support entry and import of opening of receivables, opening of receivables 

and customer refunds 

■ Support manual addition of other receivables, receipts, customer refunds 

■ Support the entry of different customer business processing in the form of 

receivables and collection forms 



■ Sales Issue Estimate A/R, Issue Bill to Backflush Business Scenario 

■ Sales Issue Confirmation A/R Business Scenario 

■ Support sales invoice confirmation A/R business scenario 

■ Support the audit of internal transaction settlement documents to set up 

accounts receivable and accounts payable automatically 

■ Sales Return Return Non-invoiced Quantity Reverse Sales Issue A/R Processing 

■ Support sales return red invoice for red offset processing 

■ Support invoice red offset and invoice voided synchronous A/R processing 

■ Supporting real-time recording and automatic write-off of retail daily 

newspapers and retail collection daily newspapers 

■ Supporting real-time recording and automatic write-off of e-commerce orders 

daily and collection daily 

■ Direct generation of receipts to support online payment of order portal 

■ Cash bank reconciliations are supported to generate receipts directly 

■ Support for collection agreements and ad hoc business scenarios 

■ Support for a different collection agreement scenario for a table body of 

receivables 

■ Supporting A/R More Due Date Management and Statement Analysis by Agreement 

Due Date 

■ Business Scenario in Support of Claim Transfer 

■ Supporting bad debt accruals based on percentage receivable balance and sales 

income 

■ Business processing to support the occurrence and recovery of bad debts 

■ Support direct write-off against order receipt business write-off records 

■ Support financial automatic and manual write-offs 

■ Support receivable write-off by same customer in the same currency 

■ Support receivable write-offs are written off by different customers and in 

different currencies 

■ Three exchange gain/loss calculation methods are supported: Monthly end 

calculation and calculation for realized exchange gain/loss and foreign 



currency balance settlement.  

■ Support the function of automatic checkout and automatic checkout of 

receivables 

■ Support A/R sub-ledger and A/R balance sheet queries 

■ Support A/R Aging Analysis by Summary and by Detail 

■ Support Aging Analysis by Time-point Method and End-point Method 

 

2.3.6 Management payable 

Accounts payable management is mainly used to account for and manage 

transactions between units and suppliers. In A/P management, there are two main 

operations: Procurement A/P and other A/P. Based on the original documents such 

as purchase invoice, other payables and payment documents, it is divided into 

four basic business links, which constitute the complete business cycle of A/P 

management, including payment confirmation, due payment, payment write-off and 

period-end processing. It also supports payment agreement, debt transfer and 

exchange gain/loss calculation. Through the comprehensive management of the 

management industry, the company can integrate the management of transaction 

accounts and risk control. Timely and accurately provide supplier's current 

account balance information, provide various kinds of analysis statements, such 

as aging analysis statement, maturity debt statement, transaction sub-ledger, 

supplier balance statement, etc. Through various analysis statements, help 

software users to allocate funds rationally. Improve the utilization efficiency 

of funds.  

 

Product characteristics: 

■ Entry and import of payables opening, payment opening and supplier refund 

opening 

■ Support manual addition of other receivables, receipts, customer refunds 



■ Support the entry of different customer business processing in the form of 

receivables and collection forms 

■ Supporting Direct Payment through Bank-Enterprise Cloud Services Direct Link 

Banking System 

■ The purchase invoice and payment document of the purchase system can be 

interconnected with the A/P system to meet the real-time recording and 

automatic write-off of the customer purchase business. Automatically generate 

transaction sub-ledger and balance table automatically generate aging 

analysis table.  

■ Supports the write-off amount of purchase invoice and payment document to 

write back the cumulative payment amount of purchase invoice.  

■ Accounts payable will be confirmed automatically according to purchase 

invoice, and GL vouchers will be generated automatically through accounting 

platform.  

■ Support the audit of internal transaction settlement documents to set up 

accounts receivable and accounts payable automatically 

■ Support e-commerce logistics settlement expense sheet to automatically 

generate other payables 

■ Support for payment agreements, support for a different payment agreement 

scenario for the payables table body 

■ Supporting A/P More Expiration Date Management and Statement Analysis by 

Agreement Expiration Date 

■ Business scenario for supporting debt transfer 

■ Support financial automatic and manual write-offs 

■ Support write-off by same supplier, same currency 

■ Support write-off by different suppliers and in different currencies 

■ Three exchange gain/loss calculation methods are supported: Monthly end 

calculation and calculation for realized exchange gain/loss and foreign 

currency balance settlement.  

■ Support the function of automatic checkout and automatic checkout of accounts 



payable 

■ Support for queries on accounts payable sub-ledger and balance sheet 

■ Support Aging Analysis by Summary and Detail 

■ Support Aging Analysis by Time-point Method and End-point Method 

■ Support for maturities statement queries 

2.3.7 Inventory accounting 

Inventory accounting is to manage inventory issue and receipt business from 

the point of cost. Inventory accounting system, which uses the purchase receipt 

document, finished goods receipt document, transfer receipt document, other 

receipt document, sales issue document, material issue document, transfer issue 

document and other issue document of the upstream inventory system as data item 

source, completes financial processing of purchase estimation business, 

adjustment of inventory cost, etc., and calculates receipt cost, issue cost and 

balance cost of each item accurately and timely.  

Inventory accounting provides reliable and timely financial data for 

enterprise overall cost management and cost analysis. Through the overall 

management of inventory, in order to reduce the inventory as much as possible, 

reduce the average capital occupation level of the enterprise, improve the 

speed of inventory flow and the turnover rate of total assets, and finally 

improve the economic benefit of the enterprise.  

 

Product characteristics: 

■ The business system data will be automatically registered with the inventory 

sub-ledger, saved and posted. 

■ Inventory business data modification will trigger inventory accounting 

inventory sub-ledger changes at the same time. 

■ The addition or deletion of inventory business data is controlled by opening 

bookkeeping, closing and closing of inventory accounting.  

■ It can automatically identify three types of internal transaction: Cross-

organization sales and shipment, cross-organization purchase receipt and 



cross-organization transfer. 

■ The internal transaction transaction transaction document will automatically 

generate the transfer receipt/issue document inventory document of the 

internal transaction entity.  

■ The purchase receipt document is automatically estimated after being saved 

and settled automatically according to the document to backflush or document 

to offset. 

■ The principle of determining whether to generate adjustment document or red-

blue receipt document is whether the unit price of settlement document is 

the same as the unit price of purchase receipt document. If the unit price 

is the same, the adjustment document or red-blue receipt document is not 

generated. If the unit price is different, the adjustment document or red-

blue receipt document is generated.  

■ If the parameter value is from Doc to backflush, a red-ink purchase receipt 

document is generated and a blue-ink purchase receipt document is generated 

based on the settlement amount. 

■ If the parameter value is document to supplement variance, receipt adjustment 

document is generated according to the amount difference.  

■ Provide the priority strategy of price acquisition, improve the success rate 

of price acquisition, reduce manual intervention, improve the automation of 

the system; 

■ Price retrieval is based on the priority of parameter value setting sequence. 

If the parameter value of price retrieval scheme of receipt document is set 

to Reference Price and Last Receipt Cost, price retrieval will be triggered 

synchronously if there is no price when saving receipt document. First price 

retrieval is reference price. If price is not obtained from reference price, 

Last Receipt Cost will be obtained.  

■ Inventory costs can be calculated by accounting entity + cost domain + 

material + inventory specification free item + lot number. 

■ Supports daily real-time and month-end accounting of inventory costs for 



first-in-first-out, mobile average and monthly average pricing methods. 

■ Inventory pricing method is first-in-first-out, moving average method, 

inventory data is saved to calculate cost and registered in inventory sub-

ledger. Users can view the result of cost calculation in real time. 

■ Detailed display of abnormal item information in the cost calculation check 

report and cost calculation result report is supported. For example, cost 

check supports checking whether the cost of a document is a parameter price 

fetch. If the cost of a document is a parameter price fetch, the document 

number of the document, the cost field to which the document belongs can be 

listed and the document view details can be linked.  

■ General ledger vouchers can be automatically generated by day, week and month 

dimension by scheduling task. 

■ Inventory accounting generates vouchers through inventory sub-ledger summary 

sub-document. Dimension of sub-document is business account book + accounting 

entity + cost field + document type + fiscal period + summary period 

(parameter) + transaction type (voucher template setting by transaction type). 

One voucher is generated by dimension of summary sub-document based on 

dimension of each dimension value. 

■ If the parameter - voucher summary period is a day, a voucher is generated 

on a day basis. The voucher preparation date is the corresponding document 

date in the inventory sub-ledger. If weekly, each dimension value generates 

a voucher weekly. The voucher preparation date is the date of the last day 

of the current week in the inventory sub-ledger. Similarly, if it is a month, 

the voucher preparation date is the document date of the last day of the 

month in the inventory sub-ledger.  

2.3.8 Cost management 

Cost management is dedicated to providing professional accounting service and 

connection service for enterprises, creating new value of enterprise finance. 



Facing the full application of the enterprise staff and integrating the social 

resources, providing the end-to-end one-stop Internet service to the enterprise 

staff, opening all links from application, approval, transaction, account 

reporting, payment, accounting and report, realizing the data without landing, 

applying on the whole line, and controlling the whole process.  

Cost management provides multi-end applications including mobile phones and 

web pages. On the one hand, it gives full play to the advantages of mobile 

terminals' convenience in carrying, photographing and approving, so as to 

improve the efficiency of reimbursement and approval. On the other hand, it 

provides the functions of webpage end filling, approval, financial processing 

and background configuration for the employees and financial personas who are 

used to computer office.  

In terms of expense control, the budget, reimbursement standard and 

application control are fully controlled. The budget level supports setting 

different budget cycles by department, project, expense item and personnel, so 

as to implement rigid or flexible budget control.  

In terms of reimbursement standards, the cabin seat control of airline 

tickets and train tickets can be carried out according to the position level of 

the employee, the accommodation standards can be set according to the region 

category, and other expenses can be flexibly set up according to the enterprise 

scenario, such as monthly and quarterly total amount, single reimbursement 

amount, etc.  

On the application side, you can control the amount of reimbursement after 

consumption based on the actual business scenario.  

The data service, starting from the transaction, provides the transaction 

level data analysis for the enterprise, can guarantee the real-time consumption 

analysis of the enterprise, and predicts the enterprise expenses in the future.  

 

Product characteristics: 

■ Application form 



 Support maintenance expense application form.  

 Expense requisition supports custom transaction types.  

 Document control rules are supported for application documents.  

 Expense requisition can be closed manually. Unexecuted budget is released 

when expense requisition is closed.  

 Supports the restart of the closed expense application document. When the 

budget is still available, the released budget will be re-occupied.  

 Associated expense application documents can be generated from loan slip 

and reimbursement document.  

 Supports expense application documents to control borrowing documents and 

reimbursement documents.  

 Expense application documents occupy budgets of multiple organizations and 

departments.  

■ Reimbursement form 

 Supports maintenance of reimbursement documents.  

 Reimbursement documents support custom transaction types.  

 Reimbursement documents support document control rules.  

 The claimant can only enter his/her own reimbursement documents. When the 

agency authority limit is set, the agent can enter his or her own and 

authorized business representative's reimbursement documents.  

 Reimbursement documents support budget control.  

 Reimbursement document supports reimbursement standard setting and control.  

 Supports different reimbursement between reimbursement companies and 

expense-bearing companies.  

 Reimbursement Documents Supports Reverse Loan Business: 

 Reimbursement document collection object supports supplier selection and 

direct payment to supplier. Reimbursement document collection object 

supports customer selection and direct payment to customers.  

 Reimbursement documents support delegated payments to individuals and 

external suppliers.  



 During reimbursement, a reimbursement expense can be allocated to multiple 

companies, departments, and multiple dimensions. Budget occupation is 

supported by the allocation of units and departments.  

 Reimbursement Documents Supporting Tax Separation 

 The printable phase of the configuration reimbursement document can be 

printed only after the specified process phase. When a virtual activity 

named Print is set after a process link, printing can be performed only 

after the process passes through the link. Otherwise, printing is prompted 

and cannot be printed.  

 The reimbursement document supports attachment management.  

 The reimbursement document supports associated query on budget 

implementation by approvers.  

 The reimbursement document supports associated query of the corresponding 

expense application document.  

■ Borrowing Doc supports maintenance of borrowing Doc, user-defined transaction 

type of borrowing Doc, associated expense application Doc and budget control 

of borrowing Doc. Borrowing Doc collection object supports supplier selection 

and direct payment to supplier. Borrowing Doc collection object supports 

customer selection and direct payment to customers.  

■ Repayment Doc: Repayment can be performed by selecting a repayment Doc.  

■ Business travel reservation supports unified business travel reservation 

entry and order automatic synchronization fee control system.  

■ Document template. Friend reporting can support enterprises to define 

templates for their own needs, and document templates have rich configuration 

functions. Document templates can be defined by document transaction type. 

Support mobile phone and computer template preview. The formula can be edited 

and checked. User-defined icon styles are supported. Visibility by 

organization, department, job, role and personnel setting module. The 

document template supports the setting of display contents at the app and 

web ends respectively.  



■ Agent Reimbursement, Reimbursement Management Support Assistant 

Reimbursement and Temporary Personal Authorization Reimbursement. For 

leaders and enterprises that do not require full-staff reimbursement, they 

can set up assistants through authorized agents, act as leaders and employees 

to enter reimbursement documents. The system supports setting up multiple 

agents by user. Supports cross-organizational agents.  

■ City classification. The system supports the definition of level 5 city level. 

The system can be customized to maintain the city corresponding to each city 

level, and the city minimum dimension can be defined to the county level 

city. The standard of Hong Kong, Macao and Taiwan can be defined at the city 

level.  

■ Application control rules. The transaction type of borrowing document and 

reimbursement document controlled by expense application document can be set. 

Only the set borrowing documents and reimbursement documents can be used for 

borrowing, reimbursement and expense application control by referencing the 

corresponding expense application document transaction type documents. 

Expense application documents can be set to control the dimensions of 

reimbursement documents. Expense application documents control the amount 

range of reimbursement by corresponding dimensions. Group-level application 

document control rules can be set.  

■ Reimbursement standard. The reimbursement standard enters the standard terms 

of each business unit into the system, which is the basic data of document 

display reimbursement standard and control setting according to the 

reimbursement standard. Reimbursement standards of reimbursement documents 

can be set by transaction type. Expense reimbursement standard supports 

setting reimbursement standard directly by document, reimbursement body, 

personnel, position. The reimbursement standard control mode: Flexible 

control and rigid control can be set in the reimbursement standard setting 

node. To support fixed reimbursement standards based on train tickets, 

airline tickets, ships and accommodation fees, and to support standard 



setting for posts, grades and personnel 

■ Cost budget. As an important means of enterprise management and control, 

expense budget realizes budget control by department, project and personnel 

according to business requirements, as well as rigid or flexible control by 

month, quarter, year and time dimension. 

 Budget opening: Number of opening executions that can be entered into the 

budget 

 Budget Dimension: Can be selected as the dimension of budgeting from the 

dimensions of department, expense item, project, personnel, bookkeeping 

type and document type. The selected dimension will automatically generate 

the corresponding selection content in the budgeting area. 

 Budget Control Settings: Flexible Control: When budget overruns, only 

prompts that approvers can see the mark of budget overruns during approval. 

Rigidity Control: When the budget exceeds the limit, the document maker 

cannot submit the document. 

 Budget preparation area: Presentation of budget preparation tables for 

budget entry based on the dimensions selected for the budget and the budget 

control cycle 

 Budget Adjustment: If the adjustment method is directly adjusted, you can 

click Budget Adjustment to enter the Budget Adjustment UI. 

■ Expense analysis: Enterprise expense analysis, department expense analysis, 

project expense analysis, expense project expense analysis, etc.  

2.3.9 Cash management 

Cash management is primarily used to account for and manage capital transactions 

and financial processing between enterprises and customers, suppliers and other 

external units. In the cash management, the collection workbench, payment 

workbench, transfer workbench and foreign currency exchange workbench are used 

as the core to centrally handle the maintenance, approval, settlement and online 



silver payment of the enterprise collection, payment, transfer, deposit, 

withdrawal, foreign currency exchange transaction documents. Through the bank 

reconciliation function, check the outstanding outstanding accounts of the 

enterprise and the bank. For collection businesses that have not been collected 

by banks, collection documents will be generated automatically, so that 

enterprises can understand the receipt of funds in time and arrange shipment, 

invoicing and other businesses. All kinds of funds receipt/payment documents 

register cash journal and bank journal in real time and generate accounting 

vouchers automatically. The daily fund daily day, bank account and cash account 

book balance can be queried in real time, so that the enterprise can grasp the 

fund dynamic in time.  

The cash management is integrated with the "Bank-Enterprise Union Service" 

of Uygur Financial Company. The external payment business of the enterprise is 

connected with the internal payment data directly through the Bank-Enterprise 

Union Service. The real-time processing of payment, account balance query, 

transaction details query and bank receipts query is realized, which improves 

the timeliness and security of payment.  

 

Product characteristics: 

 Supports enterprise bank accounts and cash accounts.  

 Collection desk provides entry, audit, settlement and accounting of 

collection documents. 

 When the integration of cash management and A/R management system is applied, 

the collection documents entered in A/R management can be queried uniformly 

on the collection work desk, the change of collection settlement information 

and settlement processing of collection documents. 

 Payment workbench, providing payment bill entry, approval, payment bill 

online payment or off-line payment settlement processing and accounting; 

 When integrated with A/P management system, payment documents entered in A/P 

management can be queried uniformly on payment workbench, change of payment 



settlement information, online payment or offline payment confirmation. 

 When the application of Cash Management and Expense Management System is 

integrated, the reimbursement payment documents entered in Expense Management 

can be queried uniformly on the payment workbench, change of payment 

settlement information, online payment or offline payment confirmation. 

 Transfer desk provides bank transfer, cash deposit, cash withdrawal 

business processing and accounting. 

 Foreign Currency Exchange Workbench provides purchasing foreign exchange, 

selling foreign exchange, foreign currency exchange business processing and 

accounting; 

 Bank reconciliation provides reconciliation functions of bank journal, 

accounting voucher and bank statement. 

 Bank reconciliation provides the function of automatically generating 

collection documents and registering journals for uncollected funds 

received by banks. 

 Bank reconciliation schemes are set up. Bank reconciliation documents under 

multiple bank account numbers are reconciled with bank journal at the same 

time. 

 Supports bank transaction detail data query, account real-time balance 

query, transaction receipt query and download function; 

 Customer/supplier files can be generated based on the transaction details 

of the bank-enterprise association. 

 Exchange gain/loss calculation of foreign currency accounts is supported. 

 Scheduled tasks can be set, and the daily settlement function can be 

executed automatically. 

 Bank reconciliation, supporting robotic RPA; 

 Support for global multilingual applications; 

 



2.3.10 Accounting platform 

Accounting platform is a key module to realize the integration of financial 

business. In order to describe and monitor the business activities effectively, 

it is necessary to make all kinds of documents that record the business activities 

into uniform accounting vouchers, which are reflected in the items of sales 

income, expenses and costs.  

The accounting platform is an important system that automatically generates 

real-time vouchers for the original documents and business processing of each 

system, and generates general ledger accounting vouchers according to the user's 

settings. The accounting platform mentioned here is the influence factors, 

account entries and debit/credit amount corresponding to each economic business. 

When adding documents or doing business processing, the corresponding general 

ledger formal voucher or temporary transitional voucher can be generated 

according to the document and business processing contents and the accounting 

platform settings, so that the business finance can be seamlessly docked and 

traced in real time.  

 

Product characteristics 

 Support for global multilingual applications; 

 Interfacing business system, generating real-time vouchers automatically for 

original documents and business processing of each pair of systems, and 

generating general ledger accounting vouchers according to user settings; 

 It integrates with business systems, tracks the automatic generation of 

accounting vouchers in the accounting platform, and supports penetrating 

business documents. 

 The business system document supports different status vouchers, formal 

voucher supports automatic approval, automatic bookkeeping, unclosed month, 

business end document cancels effective, cancels bookkeeping and cancels 

approval automatically. 



 Enterprise account level definition maintenance system, unified accounting 

requirements for all accounting entities; 

 The group can uniformly set account classification and account classification 

cross-reference table of each business system for voucher template reference 

and business document scenario. 

 Each accounting system transfers GL accounting data, generates vouchers based 

on influencing factors/cross-reference table/voucher template setting level, 

and defines accounting rules for each accounting entity (after cross-

reference table and voucher template) and uses them independently. 

 Temporary vouchers can be regenerated according to the new posting rules and 

voucher template. 

 Temporary voucher consolidation generation is supported. 

 Modification control of different dimensions of temporary vouchers is 

supported. 

 The setting method of the associated document field is easy to use.  

 Supports manual copy and distribution mechanisms for account control and 

voucher template.  

 Generation of file and account code matching is supported.  

 The general ledger can delete business system vouchers and the accounting 

platform can process temporary vouchers.  

 Temporary vouchers are supported as data sources for general ledger table 

queries.  

 Provide general ledger and business system reconciliation account range 

filtering.  

 

2.3.11 Product costs 

Cost management activities mainly focus on the investigation, analysis and 

improvement of cost planning, cost accounting, cost analysis and cost control, 



which help enterprises to improve cost management, reduce product costs and thus 

improve the economic benefits of enterprises. Maximizing the most economic 

benefits is the inevitable choice of enterprise survival and development. 

Enterprise cost accounting is an important link in enterprise management and 

financial decision-making. In order to be invincible in competition, enterprises 

must reduce production cost and do well in cost accounting.  

This system supports multi-level cost accounting based on order accounting, 

single item accounting and batch accounting, provides cost forecasting, 

strengthens cost analysis, and drives enterprises to reduce costs constantly.  

The system can be integrated with production and manufacture system, factory 

modeling (BOM) and inventory accounting system to realize the overall control 

and accounting of the cost of various industrial enterprises.  

 

Product characteristics 

■ Support single-organization applications and multi-organization applications.  

■ The following accounting methods can be set by cost center: "Accounting by 

Order" and "Accounting by Material".  

■ Standard orders, non-standard orders and rework rework order costs can be 

accounted.  

■ Supports costing of co-products and by-products.  

■ Cost centers can be defined by Basic Production, Auxiliary Production, and 

Management attributes.  

■ Support one-to-one and one-to-many comparisons between cost centers and 

departments.  

■ Free Setting of Support Cost Factor Categories and Details 

■ Public material charges can be allocated by fixed and custom allocation 

drivers.  

■ Fixed and user-defined allocation driver allocation based on expense details 

is supported.  

■ Supports automatic product convolution calculation of · pricing methods such 



as monthly average, moving average, first-in-first-out and batch.  

■ Multi-level convolution calculation and cycle calculation based on actual 

acquisition business are supported.  

■ Supports process and result reconciliation of allocation calculations.  

■ Summary and detail tables can be queried by Opening, Input, Completion, WIP 

dimension.  

■ The summary and detailed analysis of costs are carried out according to the 

dimensions of reference cost, historical cost and average cost.  

 

2.4 Purchase supply 

YonSuite provides a complete supply chain business scenario, multi-

dimensional, multi-tier basic information and business control. Provide trading 

platform and communication and collaboration platform, support enterprises, 

suppliers, customers, dealers, consumers multi-party efficient cooperative 

transaction. Supports business collaboration between multi-location and multi-

legal person organizations to build a flexible and expanded inter-organization 

settlement system. Rich promotion rebate price policy, comprehensive multi-level 

credit control, multi-dimensional inventory management, providing scalable 

document transaction types and business processes. The purchase and supply fields 

can be integrated seamlessly with the following fields: Sales, marketing, 

manufacturing, finance, collaboration and mobile. The mainstream scenarios of 

supply chain collaboration, financial integration and mobile management are fully 

supported.  

 

2.4.1 Procurement management 

The purchasing management system helps the enterprise to realize reasonable 

material supply management and standardize the purchasing business process. 



Purchase management includes purchase requisition, purchase order, purchase order 

change, arrival receipt, tax invoice matching, invoice management, purchase 

settlement, price and supplier supply information management.  

Procurement management needs to be used in conjunction with inventory 

management.  

 

Product characteristics: 

 Flexible control strategy 

 Hierarchical control and sharing of materials, prices and suppliers: Can be 

shared to the lower level through unified group control or independent 

management by each organization. 

 Role management: 

• Different purchase roles are built in in the purchase management, such as 

purchase manager and buyer. They can also be configured separately. 

• The angle color carries on the authorization, the division of labor is 

clear, effectively reduces the management cost, enhances the procurement 

management efficiency; 

 Procurement price management 

• Pricing Dimension: Purchase organization, supplier, material, material SKU, 

pricing unit, currency, quantity lower limit, validity period. （Multi-

unit, multi-currency, quantitative ladder pricing) 

• Supporting the provision of reference prices for all stages of procurement 

and realizing automatic pricing: Purchase orders, purchase invoices, 

receipt estimates, etc. 

• Price cap control 

 Support for supplier supply control 

• Establishment of a procurement catalogue of qualified suppliers for the 

procurement organization (supply catalogue) 



• When signing purchase orders or doing purchase receipt, refer to the 

corresponding supply catalog; Or strictly control the supply area according 

to control requirements 

 Support payment agreement planning and implementation: Support to 

determine, in accordance with the payment agreement, that time points at 

different stages should pay a certain amount, and be able to determine the 

payment due date of each stage 

 Procurement full scenario coverage 

 The entire scenario of requisition: Supports retail stores to requisition 

directly, generate requisitions through sales orders, generate requisitions 

through production plan orders, and manually add requisitions as required.  

 Regular procurement business processes 

• Purchase requisition -- > Purchase order -- > Arrival -- > Receipt -- > 

Invoice -- > Settlement (Purchase requisition and Arrival are optional 

business links) 

• Receipt -- > Invoice -- > Settlement (Direct entry of purchase receipt 

document is supported) 

 General procurement processes that support a single organization 

• Procurement activities of single-organization enterprises 

• Procurement organizations have inventory, accounting functions, demand, 

procurement, receipt and payment under the same organizational unit 

 Support for centralized procurement operations across organizations 

• Summary of requisitioning requirements, centralized procurement by a 

unified procurement organization 

• After the purchase, the goods can be received to the purchasing 

organization, or directly received by the demand organization, or assigned 

to an inventory organization for receiving. 

• In the procurement entrustment relationship, set the financial organization 

to which the demand organization entrusts the procurement organization to 



make payment settlement, which can be centralized settlement or the demand 

organization to make payment settlement 

• Internal transaction settlement in support of cross-legal person 

procurement within an enterprise: When the accounting entity of the 

receiving organization is different from the receiving organization, 

internal settlement will occur for both parties 

 Support the procurement return operation 

• Source Purchase Order Purchase Return 

• Purchase returns via new purchase orders (negative) without source orders 

• Non-source orders returned through purchase receipt document (negative) 

 Financial and tax integration 

 Automatic estimation of purchase receipt when saved 

 Collection and inspection of input tax tickets in tax administration 

 In procurement management, tax tickets are matched according to the 

collected input tax tickets: Set up three-order matching rules, check the 

purchase receipt and tax tickets, and then automatically create the 

system's purchase invoice. 

 Approval of purchase invoice to generate payables and automatic 

confirmation of payables 

 Updated purchase invoice and purchase order payment information after 

financial payment write-off 

 After the purchase settlement is completed, the inventory accounting 

automatically adjusts costs according to the purchase settlement items 

 Operational implementation links and efficient collaboration among 

departments 

 Support for a variety of procurement operations: Purchase demand scenarios 

such as sales purchase, production purchase, retail direct purchase, etc. 

 Business Messages: The procurement execution process, such as receiving 

purchase requirements, determining suppliers and prices, ordering, 



receiving and reconciling payments, and sending business messages to the 

relevant personnel for further task processing. 

 Business alert: When the order arrives or expires, send an alert message to 

the person concerned for attention 

 Collaboration: Each link provides multi-person collaboration management 

around purchase events and documents, initiates group chat, task creation, 

task comments, collaboration processes, and 7*24-hour communication to 

realize transparent and socialized collaboration of team work.  

 Service flow configuration 

 You can extend and supplement the preset procurement standard process.  

 You can configure processes other than standard processes to support 

industry and personalization 

 If customer needs cannot be implemented completely through configuration, 

the definition of business rules can be implemented in less code by 

configuring + developing 

 Automated intelligence 

 Financial Automation: Automatic Settlement Based on Settlement Rules 

(Settlement of Receipt Documents and Invoices, Automatic Settlement of 

Positive and Negative Receipt Documents, Automatic Settlement of Red and 

Blue Invoices), Automatic Matching of Three Documents, Automatic Settlement 

of Financial Operations 

 System Auto Control: The purchase order is closed automatically. Optional 

automatic shutdown conditions: Receipt completion, invoicing completion, 

payment completion 

 Support for multi-dimensional procurement statements and immediate analysis 

2.4.2 Inventory management 

Inventory management is the foundation to help enterprises to improve sales, 



production, planning and control, service level and so on. It is also the core 

of supply chain management.  

YonSuite Inventory management helps the enterprise to control the inventory, 

flow direction and turnover of its own and all its branches in real time through 

timely and accurate processing of complete inventory business such as receipt, 

issue, transfer, inventory and adjustment, as well as statistics and analysis of 

inventory business data, so as to support the enterprise's operation, financial 

accounting and business decision.  

 

Product characteristics 

 Multi-dimensional Management and Application 

 Support for single-organization and multi-organization applications, 

including parameters, basic data, business documents, statements, etc. 

 Inventory organizations and warehouses are flexibly set up. A warehouse can 

serve multiple inventory organizations and support the setting of warehouse 

material relationships. 

 Multi-dimensional inventory management based on tenants, businesses, 

organizations, warehouses, materials, SKU, batches, etc. 

 Flexible management of materials and stocks 

 Batch and expiration management of supporting materials 

 Multi-specification and Multi-unit Management of Supporting Materials 

 Supports multi-dimensional management of inventory based on material/SKU, 

inventory organization, warehouse, batch number, packing unit, etc. 

 Multiple warehousing operations 

 Purchase receipt based on purchase orders and arrival orders 

 Product warehousing based on production orders 

 Transfer Warehouse Based on Transfer Issue 

 Other types of receipt (inventory, opening, warehouse transfer, form 

conversion, backflush) 



 Multiple issue operations 

 Sales Issue Based on Sales Order, Shipment Order, Return Order 

 Material issue based on production order 

 Transfer Issue Base on Transfer Order 

 Additional application documents for transfer to support application before 

transfer 

 Other types of issue (inventory loss, stock transfer, form conversion) 

 Approval process and business process 

 Inventory Documents Support Approval Process: Transfer Application, 

Transfer Order, Stock Transfer, Form Transfer 

 All inventory documents support business flows, set conversion rules and 

split rules, and set action events 

 Purchase receipt document is the core document of the process and supports 

the initiation process 

 Convenient operation and control 

 Support custom barcode rules, document support code sweep mode to collect 

business data 

 Supports whole copy, document line copy and workbench unified operation. 

 Support inventory sorting to allocate inventory based on the results of 

inventory sorting 

 Panoramic Inventory, Inventory Organization, Warehouse, Material 

Classification, Material, SKU, Batch, etc. Dimensions Query and Group 

Summary 

 Industry and finance 

 Inventory Documents Maintain Direct Update Inventory, Financial Matters 

Library, Real-time Calculated Cost, Support Inventory Entry Cost Insert 

Inv, Inventory Maintenance or Calculated Cost Rewriteback Inventory 

 Inventory documents for the corresponding period cannot be modified or 

deleted after the inventory has been closed 



 Associated with product cost, reverse constraint inventory document after 

cost is enabled 

 Real-time accounting of issue, supporting direct accounting of issue 

documents 

 Production and supply 

 Production products go off-line direct warehousing, product issue rework 

 Raw Material Picking and Return 

 Special raw materials support backflush, backflush material support 

inventory offset 

 Support picking application issue and completion report receipt (to be 

studied) 

 Support production cost calculation 

 Marketing entirety 

 Retail inventory integration, including receipt, issue, transfer, 

inventory, transfer, form conversion, statement analysis, etc. 

 Integrate e-commerce and mall, platform e-commerce and owned mall orders to 

do sales and issue directly through B2C order center to update inventory 

 Multidimensional alert 

 The system supports inventory warning based on the indexes of safe 

inventory and maximum minimum inventory. Support expiration warning 

 Early warning dimensions optional organizations, warehouses, materials, SKU 

 Flexible definitions of early warning modalities and cycles 

 Multi-organization/multi-accounting entity business support 

 Inventory processing in support of multi-organization procurement, sales 

and transfer under the same accounting entity 

 Internal transaction inventory processing in support of multi-accounting 

entities 

 Library management is flexible and diversified 



 Support end-of-period planned counting, daily random counting, automatic 

processing of counting results, increase or decrease of inventory, 

discrepancy can be checked at any time 

 One-step warehouse transfer operations that support the same inventory 

organization 

 Support the conversion of materials between the same inventory organization 

and the conversion of batch numbers of the same material 

  


